UKC is drawing itself for the intended visit of the international Tory MP Mr. John Carlisle. The visit has been labelled provocative and not representative of the Students Union, for whom the visit has been accepted by the University Union President, President of the Students Union, Nemesha Perinpanaj, urged the Vice Chancellor, David Bagnall, to refuse the visit or to refuse the FCS a right to hire a room for Mr. Carlisle's visit. Perinpanaj says this is a question of the motives of the visit. Carlisle, he said, the Students Union is organising a peacefull picket and went on: "We don't really think it's a question of him coming here to speak on a specific topic, we see it as a provocative move by Kent University Conservative Association to test the limits of free speech. I think the relevant thing here is that the student body being is from overseas, has no record, for example, for how we can str-e-o-o-e-e-ich your grant. At a time when travel allowances are more restricted than ever you need all the help you can get. Start off by getting your student caras as soon as possible. For just £10 you can enjoy a term's bus travel at half-price. If you miss out at the Bazaar you can always buy a card at the University Travel Shop. The value of your card will be greatly increased from MONDAY OCTOBER 27 with a 15 minute frequency service being introduced linking the university to Canterbury, Whistable and Herne Bay. IDEAL for both those on campus and those living out in digs. MORE INFORMATION IN THIS NEWSPAPER JUST BEFORE 27 OCT!
UNION UPDATE

THIRD WORLD STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP

This scholarship provides for the education of a Third World Student at the University of Kent and would not have the chance to go to university. An application scholarship has been in existence for some years now, and the Students' Union hopes to increase the funds so as to enable more than one student to come to Kent and study.

At present the SU contributes £1,000 p.a., whilst the university waives the fees. Further, several members of the university staff have contributed, which add to the fund. The SU has also introduced a 'points' scheme, whereby £1.00 is added onto the rent paid by those who live in university accommodation. The fund is increasing in size.

The SU is hoping to find ways of increasing the funds for the scholarship. We are at present in talks with certain members of the university staff; if anybody would be interested in sitting on this committee or if you have ideas about ways of raising funds, please contact us at the Mandela building SU. Whilst education is not the only way to bring about change, it is the only way to ensure lasting change, peace and stability.

For example, in South Africa expenditure on education in 1983 was 5.7% of the GNP, giving each child E95 for each child. As a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child. So, as a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child. So, as a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child. So, as a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child. So, as a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child. So, as a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child. So, as a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child. So, as a result, the government is spending £2 million on a new scheme that would provide £100 million for each child. This is less than the cost of an education for each child.
**Mandela Building**

The students’ Union building is soon to be named after Nelson Mandela - the imprisoned leader of the African National Congress - as a result of a motion passed at a Union General Meeting last year. Mandela has been in prison under trumped-up charges for over twenty years. The escalating ferocity of the struggle against apartheid in South Africa his release seems far from imminent. Even black moderates leaders such as chief Gatsha Buthelezi of the Zulu nation have demanded his release.

In the coming year the students’ Union will be stepping up its campaign against the evils of apartheid which allows the black majority of South Africa to be ruled by a white minority. It would be hypocritical, however, to concern apartheid yet do nothing practical about it. That is why students too are taking on the job of stopping the SA building after Mandela is the least of our activities.

**THE THREAT OF A GOOD EXAMPLE**

As the opponents of the Sandinista government celebrate Washington’s 100 million dollar gift for the further eradication of Nicaragua’s self-determination, the US presence rears its ugly head. It would seem that in President Bush’s America “Freedom” has two distinct meanings. Firstly, America supposedly respects the struggle for freedom of black South Africans, as signified by the imposition of token sanctions last month. However, America has also been providing military assistance to Nicaragua by severing trade links following the overthrow of the Somoza regime. The mining of Nicaragua’s ports last year is indicative of that determination on America’s part to hamper the development of Nicaragua’s economy. Hence America recognises the right of black South Africans to self-determination whilst denying that right to the Nicaraguan people.

Defending the country against the terrorism of the Contras has drastically affected the campaigns for health and literacy initiated by the Sandinistas. Since 1979’s nationwide campaign has doubled literacy. Furthermore the Nicaraguan people’s progress in improving health since 1979

**Lynx Fights Back**

The fur trade’s barbaric and indiscriminate trapping methods in the USA and Canada are forcing lynx into extinction. However, here in Quebec, a breed of lynx is fighting back against the vicious leghold traps and inhumane factory farms. Asilim Duffield reports on the lynx.

The leghold traps, though banned in this country in the 1960’s, are still extensively used in Canada and the USA. The poits of victims caught in these traps are imported and marketed in Britain today, thus rendering the original legislation a sham. This form of trapping is barbaric when pressure is applied to the base of the trap the steel jaws slam shut on the animal. Victims are commonly left for several days experiencing a lingering death through cold, starvation or exhaustion, whilst some, in a desperate attempt to free themselves, gnaw off their own hind limbs. Those animals limp off and generally die through blood loss or gangrene.

The fur trade claim that this form of trapping is an effective method of conservation and the population. Different breeds of lynx are trapped and discarded as “treaty” by trappers how can such a statement be defended? The traps are indiscriminate.

LYNX, the only organization devoted solely to the abolition of the fur trade is on tour this summer and autumn throughout Britain. It has adopted a three-pronged attack against the fur trade. One is to get out there and educate people.

Through the council Animal Rights Group organise a picket outside those shops which sell animal skins. Arrive to get the LYNX commercialised in the local cinema or Cinema Three. The action is on, it’s up to you.

If you want more information regarding the LYNX campaign, contact LYNX, PO Box 599, Dunmow, Essex CM6 1UN.

AND THOUSANDS OF OTHERS FALLEN SINCE 1927 IN NICARAGUA

FOR NATIONAL LIBERATION AND DEFENCE OF THE SANDINISTA POPULAR REVOLUTION

Asilim Duffield fights for the Lynx on location
**Sunday**

10.00am - First Years start to arrive. Coffee all day in JCRs.

3.00pm - College welcomes. Dining Halls.

4.00pm - Wine/Cock parties (organised by JCC).

8.00pm - Christian Union Prayer & Praise. Rutherford Upper Senior Common Room.

8.30pm - ENTS - Keyes - RENT & THE KENT REBATES & Fm DISCO.
Darwin - ITALIAN EVENING & DISCO.
Rutherford - WINE PROMOTION.
Rutherford - TONY TIRELLI & THE STARLIGHTERS.
Elis - CAMPUS PUB CRAWL & DISCO.

12.00pm - Minibus service to Whitstable & Herne Bay.

**Monday**

11.30am - Societies Bazaar.

4.30pm - Union Welcome Rutherford Dining Hall.

6.30pm - Sherry with College Masters.

7.00pm - College Dinners.

8.30pm - ENTS - Elis - THEME DISCO.
Keynes - TONY TIRELLI & THE STARLIGHTERS.
Rutherford - DISCO & BAR EXTENSION.
Darwin - DISCO.

12.00pm - Minibus service to Whitstable & Herne Bay.

**Tuesday**

12.00am - ENTS - HELEN CHADWICK - GULBENKIAN FOYER.
A CELEBRATION OF THE LIVES AND WORKS OF WOMEN POETS.

7.00pm - Christian Union Overseas Students. Rutherford U.C.R. Reception.

ENTS - Keyes - PUB CRAWL.
Elis - OOMPAN BAND - BEER PROMOTION.
Rutherford - BAND.
Darwin - SLEAZY BEATS & DISCO.

7.30pm - "The Famous Rag Pub Crawl?" Elis Causeway.

12.00pm - Minibus service to Whitstable & Herne Bay.

**Wednesday**

8.00am - Tour of Back Paths to Canterbury - meet at Porters Lodge.

3.30pm - Christian Union Prayer & Praise. Rutherford Upper Senior Common Room.

4.00pm - Indian Society Tea Party. Elis Whitehouse room.

5.00pm - FILM - "DANCE GIRL DANCE" Directed by Dorothy Armer - RIL.

6.00pm - ENTS - Keynes - SUPERHEROES & DISCO.
Elis - DISCO.
Rutherford - RAG & DISCO.
Darwin - CAMPUS PUB CRAWL.

12.00pm - Minibus service to Whitstable & Herne Bay.

**Thursday**

7.30pm - Christian Union Drama & Music - RIL.

ENTS - Keynes - PYJAMA PARTY.
Elis - KILLER RABBITS & DISCO.
Rutherford - BUT..... & DISCO.
Darwin - FASHION SHOW & DISCO.
Keynes - JCR1 GAY/LESBIAN PARTY.

9.00pm - Rag Party: Elis Seminar Room 4.

12.00pm - Minibus service to Whitstable & Herne Bay.

**Friday**

7.30pm - Christian Union: "God in this place? You must be joking!" Elis Lecture Theatre 2.

ENTS - Keynes - PERRY WHITE'S JAZZ BAND.
Elis - FRENCH EVENING: DRAMA GROUP & DISCO.
Rutherford - 3-LEGGED BAR CRAWL & BAR ENTS.
Darwin - UNCLE LUMPY & THE FISH DOCTORS.

7.30pm - S.U. Film - Citizen Kane - CILT.

12.00pm - Minibus service to Whitstable & Herne Bay.

---

**Workshops**

**Tues**

3.00pm - Assertion Training - Women Only Kaynes JCR1.

5.00pm - Lesbian/Gay Workshop. Darwin Lecture Theatre L.

10.00am - The Student Movement Workshop. "Where do you stand?"

2.30pm - Anti-Apartheid Workshop & Video. Darwin Lecture Theatre L.

3.00pm - Drugs & Alcohol Workshop - RIL.

**Wed**

See KENTS PAGE FIVE.
JULIAN COPE

Pop's best-loved looney and ex-front man with Liverpool trend-setters, The Teardrop Explodes, emerges from two years away from the limelight with a new band, a new single - World Shut Your Mouth - a new album with the brilliantly self-parodying title of Saint Julian and a five date mini-tour including the date here in Keynes dining hall on Friday 31st October. Tickets are £3.50 in advance - £4.00 on the door - the cheapest anywhere on the tour.

Always something of an eccentric (who else would pose for an album cover with a giant turtle shell on their back?), only his refusal to slip into standard pop formats has kept him from becoming a "star" and has consequently kept him fresh and exciting.

For those of you who haven't heard either of his solo album I recommend the 12" version of his current single - 5 tracks which show the versatility and quality of this great performer.

But it is live that the intensity and humour of Julian Cope really show through. The six club dates he did this summer were rapturously received by all the major music papers and it is evident that he has lost none of his energy or originality mixing new and old material and even playing Sleeping Gas and Housing Babies, the first two Teardrop Explodes singles.

I strongly advise you not to miss this gig. You won't get another chance to see him this year and who knows, maybe ever!

Antony Blackshaw
SOCIAL SECRETARY

STOP PRESS!!!

Apologies all round but Helen Chadwicks will not be playing on Tuesday 11th in the Gulbenkian Foyer as advertised. The date has had to be cancelled and she will be playing at a later date.

Mint... Juleps

Naa Naa Bae Doo Be Doo Doo Dum Dum Dada Dada... Oh, excuse me. This is not merely the insane rantings of a Social Secretary but an attempt to explain the sound of the Mint Juleps.

Essentially they are a six-piece acapella group (they just sing) who perform a set of covers and original material including such classics as Jimmy Mack, Da Do Ron Ron and Shout.

They have been gigging extensively this summer including an appearance at the Elephant Fayre. I challenge anyone to stand still while they're on stage!

Antony Blackshaw
Social Secretary

JOOLZ

October 22nd sees the much awaited return to U.K.C. of the highly acclaimed performance poet, Jooolz. As the first female poet to sign to a major record company (E.M.I.) Jooolz has released two singles this year - 'Love Is Sweet Romance' and 'Mad Bad and Dangerous to Know' - as well as publishing a book of her poetry and illustrations also entitled 'Mad Bad and Dangerous to Know'. Success also came in the independent chart with two singles on Abstract Records - 'War of Attrition' and 'The Kim' - and her spoken word album 'New New Land' drew critical acclaim from every quarter.

Jooolz began writing poetry as a child but it was not until 1974, after the breakup of her marriage to a Bradford baker and a succession of 'strange and ill paid occupations' that she resumed her writing and began performing. She has supported numerous bands on the rock circuit and done extensive T.V. and radio work as well as touring successfully throughout Europe and Canada. She has also been instrumental in shaping the career of New Wave Model Army whilst continuing her own work as a writer and illustrative artist.

Her set is sharp, humorous and contemporary covering a whole range of issues from periods to nuclear weapons, unemployment to drugs (she is a fervent supporter of the anti-heroin campaign). With her inimitable style and dress and her hardhitting yet passionate poetry, Jooolz is undoubtedly one of the best performance poets around.

Jooolz is performing in Darwin JCR on October 22nd. Tickets are £1.50 in advance, £2 on the door - don't miss her!

Julie Burrows - Women's Officer

Vive Le Festival

Cinema 3 contribution to the Canterbury Festival.

J.J. Bemetis will speak after the preview of 'Betty Blue', with Neil Norman, freelance writer for 'The Face' and 'The Guardian'. Wednesday 8th October, 7.30 pm Col.T.

Tickets £1.50 available students from Gulbenkian Box Office from Monday 29th September.
Bribing Banks Students Owe £20m

The four big banks estimate that students owe them almost £20 million in overdrafts. The situation of rising debt the government seems intent on making the students’ plight right worse by a series of proposals rushed through last June. Increasingly, students are paying for their education by taking out loans; Sir Keith Joseph’s scheme is now being realised under Kenneth Baker.

Norman Fowler has described the Government’s long term aim as that of “removing students from the benefit system”. This academic year students will no longer be eligible for Supplementary or Unemployment benefit in the short vacations and those in college accommodation or halls of residence will no longer be able to claim Housing benefit.

There are some gross inefficiencies in the existing system. For example for the whole of my second year at college I received, fortnightly, a cheque for £80. The DHSS themselves discovered it costs £60 to pay each £1 of Housing benefit to students in halls of residence. Moreover, students however are dependent on benefits to make ends meet. The South Ayrshire Advisory Committee was told last year by the DHSS that “of 160 students aged 18 and older who had a year’s experience of the benefits system, none had been in receipt of Housing benefit.”

Where do the grants go then? The DHSS survey of student expenditure for 1984/85 found that 70% of the grant for those outside London is used up in rent. Only 5% is a direct contribution of one week their summer holiday, the rest being used to pay for travel and other things like food, rent etc. They are quite bright, they are managing to hold on and take over the life of the student.

In real terms the value of student grants has been steadily declining under the Tony Government. The Department of Education acknowledges a decline of 12% since 1979, while the National Union of Students (NUS) claims a cut of 1979 grants just about kept pace with inflation.

The abolition of the minimum grant has meant that parent’s grants are now paid to students, but the additional payment is now being realised under Kenneth Baker.

While this may be so, most students will nonetheless find that rent is taking a higher and higher proportion of their grants. Those in private accommodation paying more than £1,500 a week (students in London) should apply (as soon as they move in) to the local council for Housing Benefit and a rate rebate (the grant includes no allowance for rent). For those not in flats include services such as heating, gas or electricity you should get a different benefit.

No such luck if you’re in halls or in residence whatever you’re charged. A recent survey found that the average cost of self-catering accommodation in a hall of residence would be £252.17 for 1984/85 and £79.95 outside London. Expensive enough to entitle you to several pounds in Housing Benefit last year, but no longer. The DfES estimated that these new regulations should stop over £8,000 students from claiming.

Parkwood accommodation will cost £227.20 per week. This means a loss of £303 over the year.

Students also no longer be able to claim Housing benefit for anything other than accommodation, in their bills. So if you’re contemplating taking on a years lease you’ll have to remain in “occupation” for the whole of the long vacation to be able to claim benefit in summer 1987 in order to claim benefit.

This year’s overdrafts are likely to be taken out earlier than ever before. Due to the delay in drafting the grant regulations (because of the changes in the Housing Benefit entitlement) grant cheques may well be two or three weeks late in the summer term.

The DfES has asked the banks on campus to treat moneyly students sympathetically. They may find that their sympathy will have to be extended for longer, and longer, and it will be worth the student to take over the life of the student.
A Disruptive Force

Some will say that we are only here to disrupt.

This is entirely correct, this pamphlet goes on 'Always be provocative. Remember you are here to wind them up so much they have to control and disrupt the conference, e.g., "You Red Fascist Scum." This is not a 'quote' from a reactionary Communist's pamphlet but from the Federation of Conservative Students' pamphlet.

The Federation of Conservative Students, better known as F.C.S., is the official student body of the Conservative Party. Kent University Conservative Association is an affiliated body of the F.C.S. and R.U.C. members are incorporated in its national membership, as you may realize when you are often referred to as F.C.S.

The F.C.S. was originally seen as the student wing of the Young Conservatives. In recent years the F.C.S. has gone beyond being the 'socialite set' for young urban professionals, and has become an alliance of the traditional right and the more recent libertarian faction. The F.C.S. views are considerably to the right of Mrs. Thatcher with their beliefs running in the extreme of advocating the legislation of heroin. Many of its leading members have had advocates liaison with the British National Party and like-minded nationalists! Recently the F.C.S. South East Regional Chairman, Mr. Stuart Millson, defected to the B.N.P. Mr. Millson denied that a 'main aim at university has been to drum up as much support as possible for racialisation."

The F.C.S. has a leading figure in Mr. Austin Redmond, a leading figure in the spectre of students, "It has been a great success in injection for white people..."

A written contract

An inventory of furniture (and its condition) supplied in your home

These are basics for any person moving into private rented accommodation.

UNION SERVICES

1) Exam Papers - Apply to Reception.
2) Research - Apply at Reception.
3) Housing Benefit forms - Di Putter, Information Assistant.
4) Legal Advice - Gerry Glyde, Research & Rights Officer.
5) Housing, Supplementary Benefit, Grants, Finance etc.

Academic Problems

Course work & examinations

In South Africa 14 babies doctor for every 350. Black women in every thousand die in infancy. White babies only 1 in every 18,000, So if you buy a Cape Africa today it is clear that helping to keep black babies die before they are one year old.

Don't buy South African goods.

Life expectancy in South products Africa can be quite good. The average white will live well past 76.

The average non-white never reach past 42.

The World Health Organisation says that every doctor for every 350 people in health should be 1. In South Africa whites have one doctor for every 350. Black women in every thousand die in infancy. White babies only 1 in every 18,000, So if you buy a Cape Africa today it is clear that helping to keep black babies die before they are one year old.

Don't buy South African goods.

Don't buy time for apartheid.

John Russell Carlisle (Conservative)

Luton North

Born: 23 August 1942, Hemel, Bedfordshire.

Education: London University College (where he was kicked out with 190 strokes), College of Estate Management.

Occupation: Grain trader: London Corn Exchange, Consultant, Louis Dreyfus (grain traders) ex-Director, Granfind Agricultural Ltd., Stoke Ferry, Norfolk (grain traders), Sidney Banks Ltd., (grain traders) Massey Fergusons, 80 years in the trade.

Former Seats

Luton North

Description: Industrialised Bedfordshire market town with own airport.

Position: Chairman Conservative MPs, Sports Committee 83, 81, 82; Secretary, British South Africa Group 83; ex-Treasurer Anglo Irish Helicopter Parliamentary Group 81-82.

Outlook: Hard Rightwingers: the leader pro-South African (especially in sports) Shopkeeper, anti European anti anti-Apartheid, hanger on the Conservative Wing and industrial 'anarch' Feb 86, urged people to 'shop' neighbours who were 'sou'grocers Feb 80. Soviet 'supporters' of the 'whites' Feb 80. Urged scrapping of Elementary Education Agreement June 82; parents of hostages should pay Nov. 80; said South African war is 'fully integrated June 81'; founded pro-South African group. "We need a new" by June 81; attacked "nigger" for not fighting British Gas unions Oct 81; lionized 10 Tory MPs in favour of English MPs wanting to go to South Africa Mar. 82; urged restoration of corporal punishment and locking in July 82; urged Powell to join government July 82; urged closure of Channel 4 for showing homosexual play Dec. 82; deplored as Chairman of Sports Committee Dec. 82; again urged sports linking with South Africa Feb. 83; rebelled against government easing of immigration controls Feb. 82; wanted joint Anglo-American control of empire missions base in South Africa. Re-elected Chairman of Tory MPs Sports Committee July 85; led campaign to send Rugby Union team to South Africa July 84.
Oasthouse to go?

In the August period, Ramesh Perumpareja (President) and Chris Lane (Sports Federation Director) reported to the Oasthouse Bar on 2 days a week.

The Government believes that students should not be able to claim benefits.

So we are asking you to do your bit for the Oasthouse campaign. We need your support to ensure the Oasthouse Bar is open during your year of involvement with the S.U. and not feel that they are inadequate.

As part of the Sports Centre, there is a small shop selling various items mainly footwear and clothing. Compared to prices in town they are very reasonable and money can be saved without having to go down town. See reception for details.

The Facilities of the Sports Centre:

FACILITIES

As part of the Sports Centre, there is a small shop selling various items mainly footwear and clothing. Compared to prices in town they are very reasonable and money can be saved without having to go down town. See reception for details.

In the August period, Ramesh Perumpareja (President) and Chris Lane (Sports Federation Director) reported to the Oasthouse Bar on 2 days a week.

The Sports Federation is distinct from the Sports Centre (which is run by the university), in that it operates under the umbrella of the Student Union with an elected committee of students. The committee is responsible for planning and running various events and activities, including sports-related activities. The committee is made up of volunteers who are elected by the student body.

UKC is fortunate to have an excellent Sports Centre, with both indoor and outdoor facilities. The centre is open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends. The centre offers a range of sports facilities, including a large indoor sports hall, a gym with a range of equipment, and a range of outdoor activities such as tennis, basketball, and cycling.

The Sports Federation, a voluntary organization, is run by students and is responsible for planning and executing various sports-related activities. The federation is made up of volunteers who are elected by the student body, and it works closely with the university's administration to ensure that students have access to a wide range of sports facilities.

KENT UNION TRAVEL

Hot News for Winter

Call into the Kent Union Travel office on campus and see how far you can go this winter.

- Special fares for students and academics.
- Worldwide scheduled flights on quality airlines.
- Ski holidays.
- Winter breaks around Europe.
- ISIC cards, ISIC insurance, Group rates.

Winter Warmers include — daily flights to New York £222. Read all about it in your free copy of HOT NEWS.

Enquiries and Bookings

0227 67436

The world's greatest student travel organization — getting bigger all the time!